**AFX Racing Turbo Cars**

The thrills these high performance racers provide are matched only by their durability and looks. AFX means Hot Racing Action!

**SUPER G+ RACERS**

AFX Super G+ Cars are the fastest production HO Scale Race Cars ever. Phenomenal handling, performance. For the driver who demands the ultimate in performance from a race car.

**BIG BLOCK BATTLERS**

- U.L. Approved Power Pack
- Finger tip "PRO" controllers
- Realistic Buildings
- Lap Counter
- Squeeze Track
- Twisty, Curving, Action!
- Super G+ Race Cars

**BIG BLOCK BATTLERS**

Super G+ Cars terrorize a twisty torture track. Phenomenal performance for the discriminating racer. Loads of fun for the novices!

- **PACK:** 3
- **WEIGHT:** 24.6
- **CUBE:** 4.3
- **PART NO:** 9117

**Club Racers**

Welcome to the world of AFX Racing! A hobbyist’s dream come true... incredible detail, unsurpassed quality, and state-of-the-art performance... designed especially the hobby enthusiast!

- **PACK:** 6
- **WEIGHT:** 26
- **CUBE:** 3.0
- **PART NO:** 9116